Fluoxetine to improve functional outcomes in patients after acute stroke: the FOCUS RCT
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Fluoxetine, sometimes referred to by the drug company name Prozac, has been used for many years to treat people who are depressed, including after a stroke. However, studies have suggested that treatment with fluoxetine started soon after a stroke might improve patients’ physical recovery. The Fluoxetine Or Control Under Supervision (FOCUS) trial recruited 3127 volunteers who had had a stroke within the previous 2 weeks from 103 UK hospitals between 2012 and 2017. Participants were randomly allocated to take a 6-month course of fluoxetine or an identical placebo capsule containing no fluoxetine. They were followed up at 6 months and 12 months after recruitment. Patients completed questionnaires that indicated how much they had recovered, and also measured their mood, fatigue and quality of life. The results of the trial showed that the physical recovery of patients was very similar in both groups. This indicates that fluoxetine does not improve physical outcomes of stroke patients. However, participants receiving fluoxetine were less likely to develop depression after the stroke but once the fluoxetine was stopped these effects on mood disappeared. Unfortunately, patients on fluoxetine were slightly more likely to fall and fracture a bone than those on placebo. The FOCUS trial is the first of three large randomised controlled trials testing fluoxetine in stroke patients to be completed. The FOCUS trial results suggest that patients with stroke should not routinely be treated with fluoxetine.

The other two trials will give us further information about the effects of fluoxetine after stroke and whether or not its effects differ between countries or ethnic groups.
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